Abstract-A large write amplification ratio degrades the program/erase cycles (P/Es) of NAND Flashes and reduces the endurance and performance of solid state disks (SSDs). The lack of a practical way to measure write amplification for SSDs motivates us to propose a novel measuring method called RB-Explorer at the SSD level rather than the NAND Flash level. The goal of RB-Explorer is two-fold: (1) to accurately measure the write amplification of SSDs to quantify SSD endurance and (2) to study the impacts of I/O techniques on write amplification of SSDs. RB-Explorer incorporates a Ready/Busy (R/B) signal of one of the NAND Flashes in an SSD in a proposed write amplification model for SSDs with four full-parallelism levels (i.e., the channel, chip, die, and plane levels). RBExplorer takes two steps toward measuring write amplification. First, RB-Explorer quantifies the number of page programs using the low R/B signal level, the duration of which varies with the different operation (i.e., read, program, and erase) in NAND Flash. Second, RB-Explorer measures data volume written to NAND Flashes by considering parallelisms at four levels. Data volume written to a die in a NAND Flash is obtained as a product of the number N p of programs and page size P a . Given the number N channel of channels, the number N chip of chips per channel, and the number N die of dies per chip, one can obtain the data volume written to NAND Flashes as a product of N p ; P a ; N die ; N chip , and N channel . RB-Explorer is applied to analyzing write amplification ratios of SSDs to track SSD endurance. Furthermore, we implement a real-world SSD (i.e., SSD-v) and employ a fine-tuned SSD simulator (i.e., SSDsim) to validate the accuracy of RB-Explorer. Our experimental results show that RB-Explorer improves on the accuracy of SSDsim-the state-of-the-art SSD simulator-in most tested cases. We conduct a series of measurements using micro-benchmarks and I/O traces to demonstrate how RB-Explorer may be applied to investigate SSDs.
INTRODUCTION
W RITE amplification has strong impacts on the endurance and performance of solid state disks (SSDs). This paper presents a novel and practical method called RBExplorer to measure write amplification at the SSD level rather than the NAND Flash level. At the heart of RBExplorer is a model of write amplification for SSDs with four full parallelism levels (i.e., the channel, chip, die, and plane levels). Our RB-Explorer can be applied to track SSD endurance by analyzing the write amplification of SSDs. We implement a real-world SSD (i.e., SSD-v) and a fine-tuned SSD simulator (i.e., SSDsim) to validate the accuracy and credibility of our RB-Explorer. Micro-benchmarks and I/O traces are loaded on tested SSDs to evaluate the write amplification of the tested SSDs. SSD endurance is limited by the number of program/ erase cycles (P/Es) in a NAND Flash can endure before being worn out. Due to out-of-place and erase-before-write updates in NAND Flash, an updated page must be rewritten to an available page in another block or the same block after erasing its enclosing block. These two processes introduce excessive P/Es, this is, amplify page programs, which reduces the lifetime of SSDs. Increasing the utilization of available P/Es can substantially improve SSD lifetime.
More precisely, write amplification is the ratio of data volume written in NAND Flash by the SSD controller to data volume written by the host machine of the SSD. High write amplification indicates a large number of excessive page programs that reduce available P/Es and degrade SSD endurance. Although existing studies quantitatively evaluate the impacts of affecting factors (e.g., over-provisioning (OP) and garbage collection) [3] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [22] on write amplification, such quantitative studies were conducted using probabilistic models implemented in simulators. The simulators, which have not been validated by real-world measurements, typically ignore critical SSD device features like parallelisms at the channel, chip, die, and plane layers.
Extensive studies on SSD write amplification have been conducted from the SSD simulators points of view [3] , [4] , [7] , [43] . However, we find in experiments (see Section 4.4) that state-of-the-art SSD simulators face an accuracy challenge in write amplification measurement. The lack of a practical and accurate way to measure write amplification for SSDs possess a challenge to researchers who design and optimize SSDs because most of such designs and optimizations aim to increase SSD performance and endurance that are directly and significantly affected by write amplification. This challenge motivates us to propose RB-Explorer that is designed (1) to accurately estimate the write amplification of SSDs to quantify SSD endurance and (2) to study the impacts of I/O techniques on write amplification of SSDs.
A centerpiece of RE-Explorer is a write amplification model, the underpinning of which is our key observation that the number of page programs can be quantified by the number of occurrences of the low R/B signal level for page program operations. Our proposed model relies on an observation that the duration of the low level of the R/B signal varies with different operations (i.e., read, program, and erase) in NAND Flash. RB-Explorer measures the R/B signal of one of the NAND Flashes in an SSD by applying the White-Box test [25] -a tested SSD enclosure is opened so that the output level of an R/B pin in one of the NAND Flashes can be tested.
Considering the parallelisms at the four levels inside an SSD, our method is capable of measuring data volume written to NAND Flashes by SSD controllers. Data volume written to a die in a NAND Flash is obtained as a product of the number N p of programs and page size P a . Given the number N channel of channels, the number N chip of chips per channel, and the number N die of dies per chip, one can measure the data volume written to NAND Flashes as a product of N channel ; N chip ; N die , N p , and P a (see (7) in Section 3.3).
RB-Explorer reported in this paper can be viewed as a step towards accurately measuring write amplification for an entire SSD rather than NAND Flashes. Write amplification for an entire SSD is based on (1) the data volume written from a host and (2) the data volume written to NAND Flashes. Note that the former data volume is determined by I/O workloads and can be technically assessed at the user level; the latter one can be evaluated by our new method.
RB-Explorer has the following four salient features that facilitate the optimization of system performance and reliability:
First, RB-Explorer enables users to quantify SSD endurance under various workload conditions. Second, RB-Explorer offers ample opportunities for system designers to understand end-to-end implications of optimization strategies to boost SSD endurance. For example, one may use RB-Explorer to study the side effects of I/O schedulers and file systems on write amplification. Third, RB-Explorer provides guidelines for hardware and software developers to investigate excellent techniques that are focused on reducing write amplification to improve the endurance of SSDs. Last but not the least, RB-Explorer can be applied to evaluating the performance and reliability impacts of high-level techniques (e.g., file systems) and lowlevel techniques (e.g., compression techniques) on the endurance of SSDs in the system. Thus, RBExplorer allows system designers to deploy SSDs with small write amplification into a system, thereby improving the system's data storage reliability and availability. This paper makes three main contributions:
A new write amplification measurement approach: Our RB-Explorer not only evaluates SSD performance (e.g., MB/s and IOPS), but also measures data volume written in NAND Flashes of SSDs. RBExplorer incorporates a four-level model of write amplification for SSDs. The four levels considered in our model include the channel, chip, die, and plane levels. The model in RB-Explorer makes use of an R/ B signal of one of the NAND Flashes in an SSD. To improve RB-Explorer, we apply the white-box testing, in which a tested SSD enclosure is opened to measure R/B signals in the NAND Flash to obtain write amplification values. A newly implemented SSD (SSD-v) system: We implement an SSD system called SSD-v to verify the accuracy and credibility of our RB-Explorer. Our verification results show that the |RE WA RB | value, i.e., the relative error of write amplification in Section 4.3, is smaller than 1 percent in 100 percentwrite micro-benchmarks and |RE WA RB | is smaller than 10 percent in mixed-write micro-benchmarks. The relative error of our RB-Explorer is much smaller than that of a fine-tuned SSD simulator, SSDsim, as shown in Section 4.4. This SSD-v, along with results of SSDsim, shows that RB-Explorer is accurate and the measurement technique is generally applicable to SSDs. Measuring the impact of SSD write amplification: We conduct a series of measurements using microbenchmarks and I/O traces to study the impact of write amplification on SSDs. We investigate the relationship between write amplification and data volume written by a host (or WALVD for short). The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Background and motivation are provided in Section 2. Section 3 presents the design of RB-Explorer. The SSD-v and RBExplorer validation are presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes experimental results. In Section 6, we survey the related work. The summary of our study and future work can be found in Section 7.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

NAND Flash and Solid State Disks
NAND Flash [6] is comprised of one or more targets, each of which is organized into one or more dies. A die is the atomic unit that can independently execute commands and report statuses by an R/B signal. Each die is comprised of one or more planes, each of which contains many blocks. Each block contains a fixed number of pages. NAND Flash can execute three different operations, i.e., read, program (write), and erase. Like a block for being the atomic unit for erase operations, a page is the atomic unit for read and program. Within a block, pages are read sequentially or randomly; however, program operations can only access a page sequentially. If any pages need to be updated, only out-of-place and erase-before-write updates are allowed. An excessive number of updates increase write amplification and degrade the available P/Es in NAND Flash, thereby shortening SSD lifetime.
An SSD is mainly comprised of NAND Flashes, cache, and an SSD controller. Cache improves performance of small writes and temporarily stores a mapping table. The SSD controller is the most important component and contains an intermediate software layer called flash translation layer (i.e., FTL). FTL mainly performs address mapping, garbage collection, wear-leveling, etc.
Because out-of-place and erase-before-write updates degrade P/Es and reduce NAND Flash endurance, new hardware and software in SSDs are designed to extend NAND Flash endurance and prolong SSD lifetime.
Quantifying Write Amplification
There are two ways of defining write amplification. The first one is based on NAND Flash, whereas the second one investigated in this study, is based on an entire SSD.
Write amplification is a ratio of the actual number of page programs per user page program [3] . This definition assumes that I pages in a block_A with ðV þ IÞ valid pages have been updated. Thus, the I pages are set to be invalid after the new content of these pages are written elsewhere (out-of-place update). The V pages should be rewritten to another free block when block_A is reclaimed by garbage collection. In other words, there are ðV þ IÞ pages being rewritten during the updating of I pages. Consequently, the write amplification (WA) is given as
To measure write amplification values under this definition, the structure and codes about page programs in firmware of an SSD must be given. It is impractical, if not impossible, for anyone other than the SSD's designers to figure out these features of the page programs.
The second definition [11] calculates write amplification as a ratio of data volume written to the NAND Flashes by an SSD controller to data volume written from a host. In Fig. 1 (see Section 3.1), there are two kinds of data volume in the data stream from the host to NAND Flashes. The data volume written from the host under a certain workload must be stored in the SSD; this is called logical data volume (i.e., L_Volume_Data). When the SSD controller writes the total logical data to the NAND Flashes, the data volume written to the NAND Flashes is called physical data volume (i.e., P_Volume_Data). Given these definitions, write amplification is estimated as
The physical data volume is no less than that of the logical one, meaning that the value of write amplification is no less than 1. Two types of data volume should be measured to calculate the write amplification. The logical data volume can be obtained by users; the physical data volume can be measured practically and accurately by RB-Explorer which will be described in Section 3.
Two Use Cases of RB-Explorer
There is a rich set of scenarios in which our RB-Explorer can provide SSD designers and system developers with an effective means of measuring write amplification of SSDs. The following two use cases show the importance of our approach:
An increasing number of new I/O schedulers and file systems are emerging to boost the performance and reliability of SSD-based storage systems. These advanced techniques may have side effects on the write amplification of SSDs. RB-Explorer enables system developers of these I/O techniques to accurately quantify write amplification. Furthermore, RB-Explorer can help system developers understand end-to-end implications of optimization strategies to boost SSD endurance. Thanks to SSDs' lower energy consumption and higher I/O performance, SSDs are widely adopted as storage devices for HPC systems such as supercomputers (e.g., the 'Gordon' Supercomputer [26] ). The reliability of such supercomputers depends on the endurance of SSDs. To choose the most appropriate SSDs for an SSD-based supercomputer, one may collect traces from the supercomputer and replay real-world traces on candidate SSDs. Applying our RB-Explorer, the supercomputer's designers can choose the best SSD among all candidate SSDs by measuring their write amplification values. In doing so, the system designers are able to optimize the performance of the supercomputer for target applications running on the system.
DESIGN OF RB-EXPLORER
In this study, we adopt and improve the White-Box test to evaluate write amplification, meaning that we should open an SSD's enclosure to test an R/B signal of one NAND Flash. The duration of a low level of R/B varies with different operations in NAND Flash. In our RBExplorer, we scan the output level of an R/B signal to calculate the number of the low levels of the R/B signal for page programs. This process can help us obtain the amount of page programs under a given workload condition. Because the page size in a given type of NAND Flash is constant, data volume written by a controller to an NAND Flash can be obtained as the product of the number of page programs and the page size of the NAND Flash. Thanks to the parallelism nature inside an SSD, the data volume written to all NAND Flashes can be obtained. It is a novel method to measure the write amplification value of SSDs under I/O workloads. In what follows, we explain the details of the new and practical RB-Explorer. An R/B pin of NAND Flash is an open-drain, active-low output [10] , by which we can observe the completion of read, program, and erase operations. The signal is typically at high level for no operations and switches to low level when any one starts. The different low-level durations of R/B signals represent distinct activities in NAND Flash. Because the timing diagrams of R/B for read, program, or erase are similar, we only present the timing diagram of program in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 depicts the process of the basic page program. First, it requires loading the 80h command (i.e., serial data input) into the command register, followed by five address cycles, and data. The 10h command (i.e., program) is written after the data-input. Then, the page program begins, and the R/B signal stays low for T program , which is the duration of the page program time. When page program is complete, the level of R/B returns to the high level. Because T program is different for pages from low address to high address in NAND Flash (especially in MLC NAND Flash), the value of T program is anywhere between a and b ms rather than a constant. In Fig. 2 , it means that one T program (i.e., T program 2 ða; bÞmsÞ in one R/B signal contained indicates one page program in a plane. There is also a multi-plane command, where one T program indicates two page program operations in two planes (see, for example, plane 1 and plane 2 of die 1 in Fig. 1 ). The addresses of the two pages programmed in two planes of one die must be identical.
An R/B signal indicates operations in one die. According to the parallelism among dies, chips, and channels [17] , [19] , [20] , [24] , the operations in one die can imply operations in other dies including those on different chips.
Parallelism and Program Models of SSDs
Parallelism improves SSD performance at four different levels, namely, channel-level, chip-level, die-level, and planelevel (see Fig. 1 ). The first three parallelism levels are applied to the SSD architecture. Sometimes, plane-level parallelism may not be applied in the single-plane page program model. There are two popular program models in NAND Flash, namely, the single-plane and the multi-plane 1 page program models.
Full-Parallelism Mode
There is a lack of a universal parallelism model characterizing all the available SSDs on the market. A write amplification model for one parallelism mode might not be applicable for SSDs supporting another parallelism mode. In this study, we focus on modeling write amplification of SSDs with four full-parallelism levels (i.e., channels-level, chips-level, dies-level, and planes-level), because a vast majority of SSDs share such a full-parallelism mode. The prevalent full-parallelism mode aims to boost performance and wear-leveling efficiency in SSDs by performing operations across multiple channels. Sample popular SSDs that support the full-parallelism mode include, but not limited to the Intel 310 series, the Micron Real SSD P400e series, the Intel 520 series, and the OCZ Octane series SSDs, etc.
SSDs with the non-full-parallelism mode are not widely adopted in the IT industry; and consequently, we do not address the modeling issue of the non-full-parallelismbased SSDs. Nevertheless, our model can be extended to evaluate write amplification of SSDs with the non-fullparallelism mode.
Our full-parallelism model can be viewed as a case study demonstrating how to apply the RB-Explorer approach to measure write amplification of SSDs. If an SSD's parallelism is different (e.g., non-parallelism mode) from the one described in our manuscript, then we will follow the RBExplorer approach to build a new write amplification model for the SSD's new parallelism mode. In other words, RB-Explorer can be applied to any SSD regardless of the parallelism mode adopted in the SSD.
Non-Hybrid Page Program Model
In this study, we focus on SSDs that either support singleplane page program model or multi-plane page program model (i.e., non-hybrid page program). It does not imply by any means that our page program model cannot be extended to deal with the hybrid page program (i.e., some NAND Flashes are characterized as the single-plane page program model whereas others are expressed as the multiplane page program model).
It is worth noting that the hybrid page program has not been widely adopted in the industry due to the performance and cost issues. First, the multi-plane page program is superior to the single-plane page program in performance. Given an SSD supporting the hybrid page program, multi-plane-based NAND Flashes in the SSD are slowed down by single-plane-based NAND Flashes residing in the same SSD. In addition, the hybrid page program is unable to take the full advantage of planes-level parallelism. Second, unlike the non-hybrid page program, the hybrid page program relies on an extra hardware component in its SSD controller to determine the type of page program model for the SSD's NAND Flashes. Such a complicated SSD controller increases the cost of hybrid-page-program-enabled SSDs without yielding any performance benefits.
The aforementioned performance and cost issues pertinent to the hybrid page program inspire us to incorporate the non-hybrid page program in our SSD model. in die 2 ). Each plane is composed of blocks, one of which has a fixed number of pages. Four pages (i.e., page_A, page_B, page_C, and page_D) are programmed in four planes (i.e., plane 1 , plane 2 , plane 3 , and plane 4 ), respectively.
1. The most popular form of multi-plane in modern NAND Flashes is two-plane (i.e., there are two planes in a die).
Single-Plane and Multi-Plane Page Program Model
The block diagram of a typical NAND Flash can be found in Fig. 1 . In the first program model (see Fig. 3a ), two pages (page_A in plane 1 and page_B in plane 2 or page_C in plane 3 and page_D in plane 4 ) in two respective planes of a die perform the single-plane page program operation. T program , the duration of an R/B signal (R/B 1 in die 1 or R/B 2 in die 2 ) being low for page program, can reflect the time of the page program in a plane. Thus, the single-plane page program model incurs two changes of the R/B signal in a die (die 1 or die 2 ); the two dies in the same chip execute the interleaved operation using the mechanism of dies-level parallelism. The addresses of the two pages in two planes of one die are not restricted.
In the second model (see Fig. 3b ), T program of an R/B signal in a chip reflects two page program operations in parallel between two planes of the same die (page_A in plane 1 and page_B in plane 2 of die 1 or page_C in plane 3 and page_D in plane 4 of die 2 ). It is restricted in that the addresses of the two pages programmed in the respective two planes of one die must be identical. Two dies in the same chip execute interleaved operations.
According to the parallelism among chips (see Fig. 1 ), multiple chips on a channel run interleaved operations to guarantee the interleaved operations among dies that are contained in the chips on one channel. It is deemed that an operation indicated from one R/B signal contained in one die is simultaneously executed in all dies of chips belonging to the same channel.
The channel-level parallelism enables the chips on multiple channels to execute, in a parallel fashion, the same operation. Operations among chips on one channel are identical to ones on any of the channels.
By the parallelism levels, it is possible for an operation indicated from one R/B signal contained in one die to be simultaneously running in all dies of chips on any of the channels (or all dies of SSD). In other words, the operation in one die is the same as the ones in other dies, regardless of whether the dies are in the same chip or not. The full parallelism always exploits on page programs even when the request size is smaller than a page. This feature enables us to measure the page program operations based on an R/B signal in any one NAND Flash within an SSD; the corresponding R/B signal is sufficient to conclude that all of the other NAND Flashes are active.
Write Amplification Model
Now we present our write amplification model driven by the four-level parallelisms (i.e., channel level, chip level, die level, and plane level) of an SSD. The model makes use of an R/B signal in a NAND Flash to measure write amplification. For convenience, we summarize the notations used throughout this paper in Table 1 .
From (2) , the values of L_Volume_Data and P_Volume_ Data must be given a priori to derive the value of write amplification. L_Volume_Data depends on workload and P_Volume_Data is a product of the numbers of page programs and the page size. The size of a page is constant for a particular NAND Flash; the number of page programs can be easily obtained. Using the parallelism in an SSD and the number of T program in one die for programs, one can determine the number of programs for the entire SSD, in which the value of P_Volume_Data can be calculated. Next, write amplification of an SSD under a workload condition can be measured.
In Fig. 1 , there are N channel channels, N chip chips per channel, N die dies per chip, N plane planes per die and the size of a page in the NAND Flash is P a . A die contains one R/B pin, which is selected to count the T program value. The page program duration in a tested NAND Flash is an interval between a and b ms. The total number N Tprogram of T program in one die under a workload condition should be recorded when page programs are fully completed.
Because there are two page program models in NAND Flash (see Section 3.2), the number of pages programmed during the time period of T program is different in these two models. For the single-plane page program model, one page is programmed during each T program in a die. And multiple pages are programmed during each T program in a die in the multi-plane page program model. According to the die-level parallelism, the numbers of page programs in two dies of one chip are approximately equal, meaning that T program in each R/B of two dies is the same during the page program. The number of page programs is equal to each other between two dies of the same chip. The same relationship holds true for any two dies of the same NAND Flash in an SSD (see Fig. 1 ) based on the chips-level and channels-level parallelism. The concurrency of N channel channels in the SSD ensures this relationship between any two dies whether they are contained in the same NAND Flash or not. The number of T program based on an R/B signal can be used to measure the number of page programs in one die under a workload. The same relationship in dies of all NAND Flashes in the SSD allows us to calculate the total number of page programs on the SSD under the workload.
Given a workload condition, the write amplification model derives the total number of page programs using the R/B signal of a die in one NAND Flash. Thus, the model counts the number N Tprogram of T program and obtains the number M p of parallel planes in a die. The total number N p of page programs during each T program , can be computed as 
Let P a denote the size of one page; we can calculate the data volume written by an SSD controller to one die as (i.e., ðN p Â P a Þ). For the NAND Flashes in the SSD, there is one R/B pin per die. Given a chip consisting of N die dies, the number of R/B pins in the chip is N die .
The number of R/B pins in a channel is a product of N die and the number N chip of NAND Flashes in the channel. In other words, the number of R/B pins in the channel is ðN chip Â N die Þ. Given the parallelism of dies, chips, and channels, multiple (i.e., ðN channel Â N chip Â N die Þ) dies are identical. Hence, the data volume, P_Volume_Data, written to all the NAND Flashes of the SSD is a product of N channel ; N chip ; N die ; N p , and P a . Thus, we have
It follows from (3) that
Using L_Volume_Data, P a , N Tprogram , and T program , we quantify the write amplification (see also (2)) of an SSD as
Recall that L_Volume_Data in (7) is the data volume written from a host to the SSD under specific workload. L_Volu-me_Data can be measured in the form of read and write load on the SSD. N chip is a constant for an SSD; N die and P a are constants for a NAND Flash. N Tprogram can be assessed as the number of T program on an R/B signal. M p -the number of parallel planes in a die-can be obtained as the number of page programs in one die of one tested NAND Flash during a time period of T program in the SSD. Please refer to Section 3.1 for a way of measuring the number of page programs by the T program of an R/B signal.
Quantifying N N T T program
To obtain the value of N Tprogram in the model described in Section 3.3, we need to test a single R/B in one NAND Flash of an SSD (see the justifications in Section 3.2.3). The R/B signal levels are scanned when workload is loaded on the SSD. Without operations, the output level of R/B is high. When an operation begins, the level of R/B becomes low, the RB-Explorer system records the starting time T s . When the R/B level changes to high, time T e value is recorded (see Fig. 3 ). The low level's duration (i.e., T program ) is calculated by the system as T program ¼ T s À T e . If T program 2 ða; bÞms, one page is programmed. In doing so, the total number N Tprogram of T program on an R/B signal under a workload condition can be counted. Thus, the value of N Tprogram is obtained by our RB-Explorer.
Quantifying M M p
From (4), the value of M p depends on the page program models (e.g., single-plane or multi-plane page program model). Our RB-Explorer follows a two-step process to determine the value of M p from the measured write amplification.
Step 1: RB-Explorer executes a micro-benchmark with an incompressible sequential access and fixed amount (e.g., 2 GB) of written data on an SSD. RB-Explorer keeps track of the number N Tprogram of low levels for page programs in an R/B signal of one NAND Flash in the SSD. Applying our write amplification model (see (7) in Section 3.3), RBExplorer obtains the value of write amplification (i.e., WA) for the SSD under this micro-benchmark using (8):
Step 2: the value of M p can be decided by the write amplification measured in Step 1. In particular, if the write amplification value is approximately 1, M p is 1; otherwise, M p is set to 2. Now we explain the rationale behind Step 2. Given an SSD, our micro-benchmark featured with incompressible sequential accesses makes the write amplification close to one. In practice, whether the write amplification provided by (8) The above two cases allow RB-Explorer to determine which page program model (i.e., one-plane or multi-plane page program model) must be applied to NAND Flashes.
VALIDATION OF RB-EXPLORER
To validate RB-Explorer, we implement the RB-Explorer system to measure the N Tprogram value and the number of T program based on an R/B signal. We describe the measurement environment in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 outlines the approach to measuring N Tprogram in RB-Explorer. We also implement an SSD system to assess the accuracy and validity of our RB-Explorer (see Section 4.3). Furthermore and importantly, despite of the fact that SSD simulators have been the predominant tool used by researchers and developers alike to estimate write amplification, to the best of our knowledge, we argue that SSD simulators are far less flexible, practical, and accurate than a real SSD-based tool like RB-Explorer. To demonstrate this point, we compare our RB-Explorer to a fine-tuned SSD simulator, SSDsim, in terms of accuracy.
Measurement Environment
Experiment Platform
The RB-Explorer system (see Fig. 4 ) is composed of a host hardware platform, a master-slave recording system, a tested SSD, and two operating systems (i.e., Windows 7 and Ubuntu 11.10).
The host hardware platform is a desktop PC with an Intel Pentium 4 CPU with two cores, 2 GiB memory, and 1 TiB Western Digital disk, hosting the OSs. The master controls the slave recorder to keep track of the number of page programs in the selected NAND Flash based on logical data volume. When the workload and slave recorder come to an end of execution, values are transmitted to the master through a serial port. To verify the accuracy and credibility of our RB-Explorer, we implemented an in-house SSD called SSD-v, the features of which can be found in Table 2 . The single-plane page program and die interleaved model is applied in all NAND Flashes of SSD-v. Page-mapping, Cost-Benefit garbage collection, and static wear-leveling are employed in the FTL of SSD-v. We also compare write amplification values measured by RB-Explorer with those obtained by a fine-tuned SSD simulator that also exploits the four-level full parallelism, SSDsim [17] . We configure SSDsim parameters to best resemble the SSD-v used in our experiments. Three real-world SSDs tested in this study include Intel X25-V (SSD-I) [10] , Crucial m4 (SSD-M) [32] , and SoliWare S80 (SSD-S). Using the RB-Explorer system as well as the NAND Flash datasheet, we obtain the interval value of T program (see Table 2 ).
Workload Characteristics
A wide range of micro-benchmarks and two real-world I/O traces [23] (see Table 3 ) are applied to test the write amplification of tested SSDs. The parameters in microbenchmarks configured in the workload generator (i.e., IOGenerator) include read-write ratio, alignment of I/O on the SSD, the percentage of sequential or random accesses, runtime of workload, and data volume written from the host (i.e., logical written data). Note that the format of micro-benchmarks is expounded at the bottom of Table 3 . Blktrace collects I/O traces, which are replayed by IOReplayer. The IOGenerator and IOReplayer are running on the host hardware platform.
Measuring N N Tprogram
The master-slave recording system of RB-Explorer selects a single NAND Flash in an SSD to test N Tprogram (see Fig. 4 ). The slave subsystem scans R/B signal levels when the benchmark is running on the SSD. Recall that (see Section 3.4) the total number N Tprogram of T program on an R/B signal under a given workload can be recorded by the slave recorder and transmitted to the master when the output of R/B remains at the high level for 5 minutes, which ensures that the page programs in NAND Flashes are fully completed. The pseudo-code for measuring N Tprogram by the master-slave recording system is described in the N_T_ PROGRAM_Procedure. 
RB-Explorer Verification
We compare true write amplification values (i.e., WA ture ) of SSD-v collected by its firmware with those measured by our RB-Explorer (i.e., WA measured RB ). We also obtain SSD-v's simulated write amplification (i.e., WA measured SIM ) offered by SSDsim. These three kinds of values are used to verify the accuracy of RB-Explorer under a workload condition. The relative error formula of write amplification (i.e., RE WA ) is given by
The following two-step process is applied to obtain the true value of write amplification of SSD-v from its firmware and the measured one by RB-Explorer, respectively.
Step 1. We extend the firmware in SSD-v by incorporating a counter to keep track of the number of page programs executed by the SSD-v controller to NAND Flashes. The true number of page programs accurately offered by the counter in the SSD-v firmware is set as a parameter of Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology (S. M.A.R.T). Using modified CrystalDiskInfo, an S.M.A.R.T. utility software, we obtain the true number of page programs in SSD-v.
Let N page true be the true number of page programs. Let P a denote the page size of NAND Flash in SSD-v. Let L_Volu-me_Data represent the written data volume of the workload. The data volume written to NAND Flashes of SSD-v (i.e., P_Volume_Data) is a product of N page true and P a . Applying N page true into (2), we obtain the true value of write amplification for SSD-v as
Step 2. The master-slave recording system in RB-Explorer (see Fig. 4 ) enables us to measure the number of page programs of all NAND Flashes in SSD-v. The pseudo-code presented in Section 4.2 is applied to count the number of page programs in our experiment. Let N page measured RB be the measured number of page programs in SSD-v by RBExplorer. According to the characteristics of SSD-v in Table 2 , it follows that N chip ¼ 4; N die ¼ 1, and M p ¼ 1. Furthermore, from (2) and (7), we have
where the value of N page measured RB is computed as
The N Tprogram can be measured by RB-Explorer's master-slave recording system. Combining (10) and (11) Then, we compare N page true and N page measured RB under the same I/O load on SSD-v to verify RB-Explorer. Forty micro-benchmarks (see Table 3 ) are configured in IOGenerator. L_Volume_Data is set to 2 GB in the verification test; in other words, when the written data volume in workload reaches 2 GB, IOGenerator stops issuing I/O requests. In this process, the true number of page programs and the measured value of N Tprogram are recorded to compare N page true with N page measured RB using (12) . Fig. 5a reveals validation results of the relative error of write amplification, which demonstrates that our RBExplorer is very accurate. For example, jR EWA RB j is smaller than 1 percent (i.e., jR EWA RB j < 1%) in write-intensive micro-benchmarks, and jRE WA RB j is smaller than 10 percent (i.e., jRE WA RB j < 10%) in the read/write mixed micro-benchmarks. The validation results confirm the accuracy and credibility of our RB-Explorer. Thus, RB-Explorer can be employed to measure write amplification for SSDs under any I/O workload. The small value of jRE WA RB j is attributed to the following three reasons.
First, the typical latency erase is around 2 ms for NAND Flash in SSD-v. Interestingly, the latency for a program is anywhere between 200 and 2,200 ms, which makes program and erase time interleaved. Hence, the times of erases may be added to the number of programs. Thus, the error of an excessive number of programs may exit. Let us assume that the duration of page program distributes I.I.D. according to a uniform distribution as Unif [200, 2, 200] . The probability of the duration of block erase being in the range from 200 to 2,200 is 10 percent; this probability is much smaller in real cases. In Fig. 5a , our empirical results confirm that the influence of interleaved duration of program and erase is insignificant.
Second, the sampling process for R/B signals may miss some low levels for page program, making the number of page programs smaller.
Third, there is a distinction between the program durations of lower-addressed pages and those of upper-addressed pages inside NAND Flash. Lower-addressed pages have shorter program durations than upper-addressed pages' program durations.
The plane-level parallelism, the lowest level of parallelism level, is independent of the other three levels of parallelism. The multi-plane model is physically distinct from the one-plane model. Nevertheless, the verification of the one-plane model can be used to verify the multiplane model.
Improving on Accuracy of SSDsim
Now we demonstrate that RB-Explorer is more accurate than a state-of-the-art SSD simulator-SSDsim. We tune SSDsim's parameter to simulate SSD-v and collect SSD-v's simulated write amplification (i.e., WA measured SIM ). We run IOGenerator to drive both SSDsim and SSD-v; we assess the number of page programs (i.e., N page measured SIM ) from an output file for the comparison purpose. Comparing RE WA of WA measured SIM and RE WA of WA measured RB , we conclude that RB-Explorer is more accurate than SSDsim in terms of measuring SSD write amplification.
Similar to (11) and (12), the relative error formula of write amplification for SSDsim is written as RE WA SIM j j¼ N page measured SIM À N page true N page true Â 100%: (13) Fig. 5b plots the experimental results from the simulator. Except for the 4 KiB-100 percent-W-align_RD case, all the cases under the 100 percent-write workload have small jRE WA SIM j (i.e., jRE WA SIM j < 5%). Unfortunately, most jRE WA SIM j values in other cases are larger than 14 percent under the 50 percent-write workload. These values in Fig. 5b are much larger than those in Fig. 5a . In order to quantify the difference between jRE WA RB j and jRE WA SIM j, we introduce
where F SIM RB is the deviation ratio of the write amplification value measured by the simulator to that measured by RB-Explorer. Obviously, the larger the F SIM RB values are, the more accurate RB-Explorer is than SSDsim. Fig. 5c reveals that in a few cases, SSDsim's accuracy is slightly higher than that of RB-Explorer, because SSDsim does not consider the interleaved time between program and erase operations, however small it may be. Fig. 5c also confirms that the accuracy of our RB-Explorer is much higher than that of SSDsim in most tested cases. RB-Explorer improves on the accuracy of SSDsim because of the following three reasons: First, the eventdriven-based SSDsim does not accurately resemble realworld SSDs from the perspective of bursty random-write I/ Os; thus, SSDsim inaccurately simulates the frequency of garbage collection. Second, due to the initial mechanism for read operations in SSDsim, it issues a pre-write operation for each read request. Consequently, write data volume simulated by SSDsim is larger than that of the real-world SSD. Third, SSDsim is unable to simulate read disturb, which triggers excessive block erases and programs.
More importantly, since any one simulator cannot universally accurately simulate all SSDs, the fact that write amplification values measured by the fine-tuned SSDsim present a much larger deviation from true ones implies that simulators in general cannot flexibly and accurately measure the write amplification value.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Now we employ RB-Explorer to evaluate write amplification and its performance impact of three real-world SSDs (i.e., SSD-I, SSD-M, and SSD-S) during the initial and steady states, respectively. Write amplification values measured in the initial state are reference points, and those obtained in the steady state represent standard ones for the tested SSDs. We use Windows 7, on which IOGenerator is running, to partition the tested SSDs with 4 KiB alignment and to send a TRIM [15] , [35] command to emulate SSD factory state (i.e., the initial state). Blktrace and IORplayer, running on Ubuntu 11.10, replay I/O traces. The slave recorder in RB-Explorer monitors an available R/B pin of one chip in tested SSDs to test its output level for page program. IOGenerator or IOReplayer stops issuing requests when the following two criteria are satisfied. First, the tested bandwidth measured in IOPS or MB/s reaches a stable value (see Section 5.1). Second, data volume written from the host satisfies a specified requirement (see Section 5. Table 2 . From (7), we can obtain the write amplification values for the SSDs under the given workload conditions.
Micro-Benchmarks Measurement
Micro-benchmarks in Table 3 are all selected. We select two extreme workload conditions-full sequential and full random write cases, labeled "SQ" and "RD" respectively in the legends of the write amplification curves of Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9. The I/O access patterns of other micro-benchmarks are between these two extreme cases. To evaluate the impact of read I/Os on write amplification, we choose 50 percent-read micro-benchmarks. Tested SSDs are opened with O_DIRECT.
SSD Measurement in the Initial State
In the initial state, write amplification obtained by RBExplorer is very small, because there is sufficient amount of available space for write I/Os to incur only infrequent garbage collection when data is updated. In additional, the values plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 are very low under sequential accesses. This result is attributed to the fact that SSDs take advantage of sequential accesses, which may incur less frequent but highly efficient garbage collection during page programs. Thus, these workload conditions help SSDs maintain low write amplification.
When the I/O size is small (see the 512-Byte results in Figs. 6 and 7) , we found write amplification to be much higher than that under the sequential or random workload with big I/Os (e.g., I/O size from 4 to 32 KiB). Data volumes written per I/O transaction smaller than the page size (i.e., 4 KiB) trigger more page programs in NAND Flash, which increases write amplification. Our 512-Byte results also show that write amplification values under 4 KiB-align_SQ accesses are larger than those under 4 KiBno-align_SQ accesses. The 4 KiB-align alignment is a burden in the case of sequential accesses of small I/Os. Because the alignment size of each I/O on the SSD is 4 KiB, they will begin at a multiple of 4 KiB from the beginning of an SSD. The size of the page is 4 KiB, but this type of I/Os cannot be programmed in the same page. In this case, the number of page programs increases and write amplification is larger under 4 KiB-align_SQ accesses than that under 4 KiB-no-align_SQ accesses.
In Figs. 6a and 6b, write amplification under 512-Bytes I/O random accesses is smaller than that in Fig 6c. The cache space in SSD-I and SSD-M is 32 and 128 MB, respectively; and the cache is deployed to merge many small I/Os into larger ones to reduce the number of page updates and decrease write amplification accordingly. The cache space for SSD-S, 32 KB, is much smaller than that for SSD-I and SSD-M, resulting in much higher write amplification under 512-Byte random I/O accesses. However, the average values in the 8, 16, and 32 KiB benchmarks are much larger for SSD-M than SSD-I as shown in Figs. 6a and 6b ; this may result from the different FTL technology.
When it comes to I/Os that are bigger than 512 Bytes (i.e., I/O size from 4 to 32 KiB), alignment hardly impacts the write amplification under sequential access patterns. The average value of write amplification ranges from 1.07 to 1.60 under the 4 KiB-no-align_SQ accesses in Figs. 6 and 7. It can be seen that garbage collection rarely occurs, giving rise to low write amplification.
Read I/Os noticeably affect write amplification when the cache space is small (see Figs. 6c versus 7c) . For SSD-I and SSD-M, the impact of read I/Os on write amplification is less noticeable. Nevertheless, the write amplification values plotted in Fig. 6 are larger than those in Fig. 7 . The reason for this trend is two-fold. First, a significant portion of DRAM is allocated to caching read data, limiting cache resources that may boost random write performance by merging small writes. Second, read operations in NAND Flash may cause the read disturb in blocks, meaning that the valid pages are rewritten before erasing the blocks. This enlarges write amplification.
SSD Measurement in the Steady State
To place the tested SSDs in the random-steady (steady for short) state, the 4 KiB-align_RD access is configured to distribute data across the available space of NAND Flashes as unevenly as possibly for about 12 hours.
In the steady state, Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate that write amplification is very low in the case of sequential accesses. The average value of write amplification is anywhere between 1 and 5 except for the workload with 512-Bytes requests. In the process of random accesses, write amplification is between 10 and 50. The worst-case write amplification values all happen with 512-Byte I/O requests. In addition to small I/O sizes and random accesses, lack of sufficient data space for written data can aggravate write amplification. In this test, the capacity of over-provisioning (i.e., OP, the inclusion of extra storage capacity in NAND Flashes that is reserved only for SSD controllers) is an important factor affecting the write amplification for SSDs with less data space. OP lowers write amplification and makes the changes of values smooth (see the results from SSD-M).
Write amplification of SSD-M with a 128 MB cache varies slightly more than that of SSD-I with a 32 MB cache. SSD-S with a 32 KB cache becomes the worst case. The maximum write amplification changes from 85 to 90 for SSD-M (see Figs. 8b and 9b) but ranges from 110 to 150 for SSD-S (see Figs. 8c and 9c) . This indicates that write amplification is sensitive to cache size.
Comparing with the 100 percent-write workload, the read I/Os in the 50 percent-write workload elevate write amplification in the steady state. Although write amplification decreases when I/O size increases, it is still higher than that under the 100 percent-write workload. Please refer to Section 5.1.1 for the reasons why read I/Os increase write amplification.
Since the tests for different SSDs are similar, our remaining tests are focused only on one SSD-I with M p ¼ 1.
Logical Data Volume in Partitioned SSDs
The logical data volume written from the host substantially affects write amplification. A large amount of data written to NAND Flash space leads to limited user-data space, which increases the probability of page updates and the frequency of garbage collection. This trend becomes pronounced under random workload conditions, which increases write amplification. Thus, the relationship between write amplification of an SSD and logical data volume written from the host (WALVD) is important in deepening this understanding and thus investigated in this paper.
In this test procedure, we focus on WALVD under five kinds of OP percent. Although the OP costs extra capacity in NAND Flashes, it is employed to reduce write amplification of SSDs. Under a given OP percent condition, we run the 4 KiB-align_RD access test for 15 times, in each of which the 5 GiB logical written data volume is configured by IOGenerator. After the amount of written data satisfies the requirement, the IOGenerator stops sending requests. The N Tprogram is transmitted to the master by the slave recorder when the output of R/B remains at the high level for five minutes. After the master receives the result, the next subtest will start. Fifteen sub-tests will be performed during each experiment. From (7), we derive write amplification from L_Volume_Data (5 GiB) and the value of N Tprogram .
There is a 40 GB capacity in the partitioned SSD-I with 37.2 GB user space. Seven percent of the total capacity (i.e., 2.8 GB) is set as the OP space. The available space, in this paper, includes user space and OP space. For SSD-I, the relationship between the OP percent in the available space of SSD and write amplification is given as
where OP space cannot be changed by users; however, the OP percent in the available space can be configured by modifying the user space size on the right-hand side of (15) . Table 4 illustrates how we configure the user-space parameters. In each test, we initialize the SSDs to their factory default states by the TRIM command and partition according to the user-space size or User_Space (see (15)).
In Fig. 10 (k in 5G-k standing for the kth sub-test), write amplification at the point of 5G-1 is the highest among the entire test set, i.e., 39, 8, 6.5, 2.5 and 4.5 when OP percent is 7, 8, 10, 12, and 15 percent, respectively. These results are attributed to a process of initialization on the partitioned SSD-I, to which some initial data, not included in the 5 GiB data volume, must also be written. As long as the workload is loaded on SSD-I, the SSD controller will write the initial data to NAND Flashes, and the page program will occur. Then, the slave recorder begins recording the number N Tprogram of the R/B low levels for page programs in the tested NAND Flash. This data volume (i.e., initial data and 5 GiB logical data volume) is larger than that (i.e., 5 GiB) from the host in subsequent sub-tests; the N Tprogram is larger than that of the subsequent ones. Since the logical data volume is a constant, the value of write amplification is the largest in the initial state using (7).
In Fig. 10a , the default value of OP percent requires independent manipulation. In Fig. 10b , we set the OP percent values according to Table 4 . The write amplification drops to around 21, 3, 2.5, and 2 at the lowest point when OP percent is 7, 8, 10, 12, and 15 percent, respectively in the second (or third, e.g., OP% ¼ 8%) sub-test, in which only 5 GiB data is written from the host after the initialization phase. There is much more user space for random writes in an earlier sub-test than subsequent sub-tests. When the random data volume increases, free space decreases; OP hardly handles the increase of page-updates well. The write amplification increases with the logical data volume. The value of write amplification reaches a stable value (i.e., 25, 7, 3.5, 3, and 1 when OP percent is 7, 8, 10, 12, and 15 percent, respectively after the sixth to eighth sub-test), in which write performance varies inversely with write amplification. Fig. 10b also reveals that when the OP space in the available space of the partitioned SSD-I increases, the user space can take relatively more OP in the available space of the SSD; and thus, the possibility of garbage collection decreases under random workload. This improves performance by maintaining small write amplification.
Real-World I/O Traces
We use the F1 and F2 traces to test write amplification and performance for SSD-I by RB-Explorer. Both F1 and F2 are real-world traces collected from OLTP applications [23] . These two traces contain many write requests; the average size of write requests is small (see Table 3 ). We study the impact of the read/write ratio on write amplification and performance under the trace condition.
We implement IOReplayer by extending the existing Btreplay in Ubuntu 11.10 for this group of experiments, in which data volume written from the host is configured. The IOReplayer replays the traces on the tested SSD-I, which is measured in both the initial and steady states (see Section 5.1 and 5.2 for details on the experimental setting). The IOReplayer stops issuing I/O requests after the amount of written data exceeds 5 GiB. Fig. 11 shows the SSD-I write amplification and performance under the F1 trace. During the initial state (see Fig. 11a ), write amplification varies from 1.12 to 1.22, depending on the increase of data volume, and write performance ranges from 13 to 16 MB/s. Write performance is inversely proportional to write amplification. Fig. 11b reveals write amplification and performance of the SSD in the steady state, in which write amplification is around 16 and write throughput is about 2 MB/s in the first subtest. The poor performance is attributed to less available space and a random data distribution.
The Financial1 (F1) Trace
In the subsequent sub-tests, the write amplification and performance become much better thanks to the write pattern in the trace. After the 13th sub-test, the write amplification and throughput become approximately 2 and 12 MB/s, respectively. When 77 percent of the requests are writes, the write performance is 16 and 12 MB/s in the initial and steady state, respectively. The write performance in the steady state is worse than that in the initial. The difference between write amplification in the initial and steady states is insignificant.
The Financial2 (F2) Trace
With 19 percent write-requests in F2, write performance is lower than those of F1 (see Fig. 12) ; however, the ideal range of write amplification is between 1.10 and 1.22 and the steady-state value is about 1.1. Like F1, the worst write amplification and performance in F2 are also experienced during the first sub-test in the steady state. The write amplification and throughput are approximately 17 and 1.0 MB/ s, respectively. After about the 10th sub-test, the values reach a stable state.
These experiments confirm that sequential access patterns lead to low write amplification. In the initial state, the write amplification is low because of sufficient space for write I/Os. The write performance largely depends on access patterns (e.g., F1 has more write-I/Os than F2). In the steady state, the worst performance appears in the first subtest, which is a result of less space available for written data. A large number of read requests give rise to high write amplification and lower performance.
Evaluation Summary
Comparing the results reported in the prior studies with the experimental results measured by RB-Explorer, we draw the following conclusions:
Our experiments show that the write amplification of an SSD (e.g., SSD-I) is smaller in the initial state (see Figs. 6 and 7) than that in the steady state (see Figs. 8   and 9 ). This observation is consistent to the results found in [42] , [43] , which stated that write amplification of an SSD was smaller in the initial state than that in the steady state due to more available user space and less garbage collection. The results published in [12] show that write amplification of an SSD is close to one under sequential I/O load and bigger than one under random I/O load, because the SSD takes full advantage of sequential accesses, which rarely trigger garbage collection. And this statement is confirmed by our experimental results. In Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 , the write amplification values are smaller under the SQ workload than those under the RD workload; the values are close to one under the SQ workload when the I/O size is larger than 4 KiB. Hu and Haas [12] concluded that write amplification of an SSD is smaller under loads with large I/Os than that under loads with small I/Os. In our experiments (see Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9) , write amplification of the SSD processing 512-Byte I/Os is larger than that of the same SSD processing I/Os whose size is ranging from 4 to 32 KiB. Furthermore, the values under the 4 KiB-no-align-xx workload are smaller than those under the 4 KiB-align-xx workload in the 512-Byte experiments. We observe that write amplification of a tested SSD under the 50 percent-write workload is bigger than that under the 100 percent-write workload. This finding is consistent with the results found in [22] , which reports that read-intensive I/O load gives rise to high write amplification of an SSD. The results plotted in Fig 10 show that the stable value of write amplification is 25, 7, 3.5, 3, and 1 when OP percent is 7, 8, 10, 12, and 15 percent, respectively. These results confirm those reported in [3] and [41] , which state that the write amplification of an SSD with more OP space is smaller than the same SSD with less OP space. The comparisons between our experimental results and the findings reported in the previous studies further validate the correctness of our RB-Explorer.
RELATED WORK
Write amplification was initially proposed by Intel and Silicon Systems in 2008. Coulson [11] introduced a way of calculating write amplification. Hu et al. [3] suggested a probability analytical model to study the relationship between over-provisioning and write amplification in a simulator. A complex Markov chain model of SSD operations was developed by Bux [12] to explore the SSD performance using a page-level mapping scheme, which is inefficient to study write amplification. Wang [7] simplified the analytical model of write amplification for SSD with a page-level mapping mechanism. A closed-form expression for write amplification [4] , [34] was mentioned by Agarwal and Xiang who improved the concept in a recent study [7] , where a probabilistic model is presented to research the impact of over-provisioning on write amplification. Contrary to the above studies focused on probabilistic models, our work aims to develop a write amplification measurement method that can be validated by real-world SSDs. Our RB-Explorer pays attention to four parallelism levels, which were ignored in the existing models.
Various factors [12] affect write amplification of SSDs. A large DRAM capacity can merge small writes and decreases the frequency of out-of-place updates. Cache management schemes [2] , [31] , [38] , [39] , [40] are applied in SSDs to reduce random writes and page updates, thereby reducing write amplification.
Garbage collection (i.e., GC) reclaims free pages by erasing corresponding blocks. Wear-leveling mechanisms result in an even distribution of rewriting data across the NAND Flash. Both GC and wear-leveling give rise to large write amplification due to an increased number of page programs. A handful of mapping technologies (e.g., block, page, and the hybrid mappings) [1] , [8] , [9] , [28] , [29] , [30] , excellence garbage collection [14] , [16] , and wear-leveling [37] policies are optimized and enhanced to decrease excessive page programs. Over-provisioning or OP of NAND Flash capacity [15] , being transparent to operating systems and applications, aims to improve SSD performance and endurance. The OP alleviates the overload of garbage collection to reduce write amplification. The TRIM [15] , [35] command-a SATA command-is used to reclaim OP capacity to lower write amplification.
Data de-duplication [5] , [13] and compression [18] , [27] are also effective to eliminate data volume written to NAND Flashes. Read operations on NAND Flash may incur read disturb, which causes page rewriting, block erase, and data error. Hence, the ECC technologies [22] , [40] were devised by He et al. to improve read disturb and data error. In addition, multi-level coding [36] reduces write amplification by rewriting page without the erase.
RB-Explorer proposed in this paper is targeted at offering a measurement toolkit for developers to evaluate the aforementioned techniques (e.g., GC, OP, TRIM, and ECC) that were developed to reduce write amplification.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we proposed a new write amplification model and a novel approach, i.e., RB-Explorer, to measure write amplification in SSDs. We developed the SSD-v system and employed the fine-tuned-SSDsim to validate the credibility and accuracy of RB-Explorer. We also evaluated the measurement approach by performing a cross-comparison on a set of real-world SSDs. The validation results confirmed that our RB-Explorer was very accurate under a wide range of workload conditions. By RE-Explorer, our findings show that SSDs exhibits low write amplification in the initial state, in which user space is sufficient and possibilities of garbage collection is very low. When random writes become a significant part of a workload condition, garbage collection frequently occurs, leading an increasing write amplification. The read operations also affects write amplification in two ways (i.e., limiting cache space for merging random small write I/Os; and causing read-disturb that triggers page-rewrites before erasing the blocks for data reliability) which enlarge write amplification. We observe that when it comes to partitioned SSDs during the initial state, initial data volume negatively affects write amplification; write amplification cannot noticeably change during the steady state. The over-provisioning in available space is also helpful in reducing write amplification; a large OP in available space offers low possibilities of garbage collection, which in turn reduce write amplification.
Our future work will concentrate on two areas: First, we will investigate the impacts of various components (e.g., data de-duplication, data compression, file systems, and I/ O schedulers) not mentioned in this paper in a storage system on write amplification. Second, previous studies in the literature do not take black-box models into account while providing write amplification measurement. We plan to design a new black-box model and approach to simplify the testing procedure of SSD write amplification. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
